Miracle On the Mountain

The mountain erupted with a terrific roar and a deafening explosion. Liquid mud poured down the steep slopes like a great rolling tide, destroying everything in its path. Li Hua was sure she could not run fast enough to escape it. She was frozen in place as she watched the rivers of mud smash into houses of bamboo, knocking them over as if they were made of paper. Others like Li Hua were trapped in the village, mostly the old ones, the crippled, or the very sick. “Help us, Li Hua!” they cried. “Pray to your God, or we will all surely die!”

*Miracle on the Mountain* is a collection of twelve extraordinary mission stories of faith and courage from around the globe. Stand alongside Li Hua and Segfred as they face certain death. Walk beside Genya and Won Tak as they preach the gospel against all odds, and journey with Philipp and Thomas to the ends of the earth to share...
the truth of the three angels’ messages.
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